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TEST PLAN

Test Number: Logicube_dd-01

Test Title: Sending multiple dd Image Captures to a Single Hard Disk Using Logicube Forensic MD5 Capturing System.

Test Date: 6/22/2006

Purpose and Scope:

Because of the increased amounts of data being seized from suspect computers, it is sometimes difficult for the investigator to dedicate a single cloned hard drive for every computer seized in an investigation. Moreover, storage capacity in recent years has improved tremendously, creating a problem for departments and organizations that do not have large amounts of data storage capacity available in the laboratory. This problem is further augmented by budget constraints, which requires investigators to fully use the storage that is readily available.

The Logicube Forensic MD5 data capturing system features an option known as dd image capture mode. DD mode is a Unix/Linux derived function allowing the investigator to capture a source hard drive to multiple viewable image files. The investigator can specify data from the source drive to be divided into file sizes of 650 MB, 2 GB, and 4 GB. This function was developed to allow archiving onto CD-R / R/W and DVD-R / R/W; however these files can also be stored to a single destination hard drive.

This test plan will determine if the dd image function of the Logicube Forensic MD5 will allow multiple hard disk images to be stored to a single destination disk. The analysis consists of four test scenarios:

Requirements:

1) The Logicube Forensic MD5 Capturing System in dd capture mode should allow normal capturing to occur from the destination hard disk.

2) The file structure of the first dd capture should allow files to be viewed using Encase® v.5.04a for Windows.

3) The Logicube Forensic MD5 Capturing System should allow normal capturing of a second dd Image to the destination hard disk without overwriting the first image.

4) The file structure of the dd capture should reveal multiple dd-based image files when viewed in EnCase Forensic Edition Version 5.04a for Windows

Description of Methodology:

The source disk will be connected to the Logicube Forensic MD5 data capturing system in the source position. The destination disk will be connected to the Logicube Forensic MD5 capturing system in the destination position. A 4 gigabyte (GB) dd capture will then be executed.
The destination drive will then be connected to the Guidance Software FastBloc FE write-block device and will be viewed using EnCase Forensic Edition Version 5.04a with Windows XP Professional SP2. The disk contents will be noted and the destination disk will be disconnected from the FastBloc device.

The destination disk will then be reattached to the Logicube Forensic MD5 capturing system in the destination position and a second 4 GB dd capture will then be performed. The destination drive will again be attached to the Guidance Software FastBloc FE write-block device and will be viewed using EnCase 5.04a for Windows. The disk contents will be viewed to determine whether the files associated with the first dd capture were overwritten or the files associated with the second dd capture were added to the destination drive.

The dd function of the Logicube Forensic MD5 must successfully write file sets in two separate and distinct capturing sessions onto one destination hard disk drive. These file sets should be able to be visible within Microsoft Windows XP.

**Expected Results:**

1) The Logicube Forensic MD5 data capturing system will successfully perform a 4 GB dd Capture of the source hard disk to the destination disk.

2) The dd capture will successfully be viewed using the FastBloc FE write-block device and EnCase v.5.04a for windows.

3) The Logicube Forensic MD5 data capturing system will successfully perform a second 4 GB dd capture of the source drive to the destination disk.

4) The second dd capture, when viewed in EnCase v.5.04a for Windows should confirm two distinct hard disk drive captures contained within the same destination disk.
## Test Scenarios:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Number</th>
<th>Environment:</th>
<th>Actions:</th>
<th>Assigned Reqt’s</th>
<th>Expected Results:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01-01</td>
<td>Source Drive, Destination Drive, Logicube Forensic MD5 in 4 GB dd Capture Setting</td>
<td>Complete Image of suspect/source drive to destination drive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Complete image copied to destination drive in 4 GB subfolders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01-02</td>
<td>Destination Drive; FastBloc FE, Encase v.5.04a</td>
<td>Destination drive structure viewed in Encase v.5.04a</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Copied 4 GB subfolders (20.4 GB total) within destination drive are able to be recognized and viewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01-03</td>
<td>Source Drive, Destination Drive, Logicube Forensic MD5 in 4 GB dd Capture Setting</td>
<td>2nd Image of suspect/source drive to destination drive</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2nd dd image will be written to destination drive without overwriting of 1st dd capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01-04</td>
<td>Destination Drive; FastBloc FE, Encase v.5.04a</td>
<td>Destination drive structure viewed in Encase v.5.04a</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No modification to original capture; Two distinct captures able to be recognized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Test Data Description:

Test Data Set:
Western Digital WD204
Model WDC WD204BB (ATA)
MD5sum: 1015b34a41582bf0b760e8d3d3582bf1
## SUMMARY REPORT

### Test Number:
Logicube_dd-01

### Test Title:
Validity Testing of Multiple dd Image Captures to a Hard Disk Using the Logicube Forensic MD5 Capturing System.

### Test Date:

### Test Description:
This test documents the ability of the Logicube Forensic MD5 capturing system to capture multiple source drives to a single destination drive using the system’s dd capture mode. The analysis consists of four test scenarios:

### Forensic Tool:
- **Title:** Forensic MD5 Capturing System
- **Manufacturer:** Logicube ®
- **Version:** Firmware Version 6.0

### Test Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Number</th>
<th>Environment: Source Drive; Destination Drive; Logicube Forensic MD5 in 4 GB dd Capture Setting</th>
<th>Actions: Complete Image of suspect/source drive to destination drive</th>
<th>Assigned Req’ts: 1</th>
<th>Expected Results: Complete image copied to destination drive in 4 GB subfolders</th>
<th>Results: Pass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01-01</td>
<td>Destination Drive; FastBloc FE, Encase Forensic v.5.04a</td>
<td>Destination drive structure viewed in Encase v.5.04a</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Copied 4 GB subfolders (20.4 GB total) within destination drive are able to be recognized and viewed</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01-03</td>
<td>Source Drive; Destination Drive; Logicube Forensic MD5 in 4 GB dd Capture Setting</td>
<td>2nd Image of suspect/source drive to destination drive</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2nd dd image will be written to destination drive without overwriting of 1st dd capture</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01-04</td>
<td>Destination Drive; FastBloc FE; Encase Forensic v.5.04a</td>
<td>Destination drive structure viewed in Encase v.5.04a</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No modification to original capture; Two distinct captures able to be recognized</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Requirements:

1) The Logicube Forensic MD5 Capturing System should allow normal capturing to occur to the source hard drive in dd capture mode.

2) The file structure of the first dd capture should allow files to be viewed using Encase v.5.04a for Windows.

3) The Logicube Forensic MD5 Capturing System should allow normal capturing of a second dd Image to the source hard drive without overwriting the first image.

4) The file structure of the dd capture should reveal multiple DD image files when viewed in Encase v.5.04a for Windows.

Observations:

Upon capture each dd image, the Logicube Forensic MD5 automatically labeled folders on the destination drive as DDCAPTUR for the first image and DDCAPTU for the second image (see figures 2.1, 2.2).

In addition to copying image captures, the Logicube Forensic MD5 also copied a log file into each capture folder (see figure 1.2).

Limitations:

Upon capture of the 1st and 2nd image, a hash calculation was performed for each subfolder in the DDCAPTUR and DDCAPTU folder rather than an MD5 hash of the total drive. This is because the default setting on the Logicube Forensic MD5 in dd capture mode is for an MD5-FILE to be executed, which calculates MD5 hashes for each subfolder copied to the destination.

Recommendations:

To remedy this issue, the setting can be HWCRC32, which will calculate the entire destination drive, or MD5-DISK which will calculate only the entire dd image folder being copied.
Figure 1.1  File structure of destination disk after the first dd capture viewed within EnCase 5.04a

Figure 1.2  Contents of 1st dd Capture file folder.
Figure 1.3  File details for the files created on the destination disk by the Logicube Forensic MD5 Capturing System

Figure 2.1  File structure of the destination disk after the second dd capture viewed in Windows Explorer.
Figure 2.2 Contents of the DDCAOPTU (2nd dd capture) folder viewed in Windows Explorer.

Figure 2.3 Label name automatically assigned to the dd capture destination disk by the Logicube Forensic MD5 (viewed in EnCase v.5.04a).